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Prevalence in the U.S
▪ Affects 1 in 20 Americans

▪ About 2-5% of the population; 

about 15 million people



Prevalence in the U.S.

▪ Begins in early childhood around age 

13 and progresses with age. 

▪ Equal opportunity: regardless of race, 

ethnicity, age, sex or socio-economic 

status. 

▪ Gender: undetermined, contradictory 

findings.



Prevalence in the U.S.

▪ Genetics/heredity, seems to run in 

families.

▪ Global phenomena: occurs cross-

culturally. Japan, UK, Australia, 

Germany, etc.



Comorbidities

Hoarding disorder is a co-occurring 

disorder 92% of the time.

▪ 57%    Major depressive 

▪ 30-40%  OCD

▪ 31%       Organic brain illness

▪ 29%     Social phobias

▪ 28%     Generalized anxiety   



Hoarding Disorder Defined                              
(DSM-V) May 2013

Diagnosis must include the following             

4 parts:

1. Persistent difficulty discarding or parting 

with personal possessions.

2. Accumulation of a large number of 

possessions that fill up and clutter the 

active living areas of the home, 

workplace, or other personal 

surroundings.



Hoarding Disorder Defined                              
(DSM-V) May 2013

3. Prevents normal use of the space.

4. Symptoms cause clinically         

significant distress or impairment.



5 Types of Hoarding

1. Animals

2. Food

3. Paper

4. Shopping

5. Trash 



4 Types of Hoarders

1. Environmentalist

2. Guru of Information

3. Storytellers

4. Collectors 



Beliefs about Possessions

▪ Responsible for the planet: doesn’t want it to 

end in landfill, wants it to go to a good home.

▪ Saving to share information with others. 

(newspapers, books, magazines, etc.)

▪ Sentimental: represents my life, it’s a part                                       

of me, family heirloom, etc.

▪ Fear of running out of stuff. (paper towels, 

toilet paper, soup cans, etc.)



Thoughts and Emotional 

Responses
▪ “I Could lose this information forever.” 

Causes: anxiety, fear, sadness, guilt.

▪ “I need to save this information to 
share with the right person at the right 
time.” Causes: excitement, joy, 
satisfaction 

▪ “I’ll just deal with my situation later 
when I have the time and energy.” 
Causes: relief, and avoidance! 



Collectors

▪ Pride: feel proud about items collected.

▪ Organized: keep items organized and well 

maintained.

▪ Joy: find joy sharing and willingly display 

items and shares with others.

▪ Socialize: attend meetings or conferences 

with others who share their interest.

▪ Can Afford it: budget their time and 

money.



High Clutter

▪ No major difficulty with excessive 

acquisition.

▪ No major difficulty discarding items.

▪ Can carry on with normal activities 

in home.

▪ May pose a safety/tripping hazard.



Hoarders

▪ Embarrassed by chaos and loss of control.

▪ Scatter randomly w/o functional 

organization, loss of functional living space. 

▪ Feel uncomfortable with others and refuses  

to let others see.                             

▪ Often in extreme debt.

▪ Feel ashamed, sad or depressed after 

acquiring additional items.



Hoarding Facts
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▪ MH disorder, not a deliberate 

decision or act.

▪ Not a moral issue. 

▪ Not caused by laziness, lack of 

standards or lack of 

responsibility.



Hoarding and Insight
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Hoarders have varying levels of 

insight about the extent of their 

problem and the ways that it impacts 

them and those around them. 

▪ Low or no insight. (denial)

▪ Non-insightful. (low self-awareness)



Hoarding and Insight
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▪ Insightful, but unmotivated.

▪ Insightful, motivated, but noncompliant.

▪ Others are often more  aware of                   

or bothered by the clutter than the 

individual.



Psychological Impacts of 

Hoarding
▪ Safety risks

▪ Health concerns

▪ Social isolation

▪ Stigmatization 

and judgment

▪ Financial burden

▪ Legal consequences

▪ Neighbor concerns

▪ Family strain

▪ Decline in quality of life

▪ MH implications



Family

▪ Family members can range in reactivity                  

and beliefs

▪ They can influence intervention efforts                   

or hinder them

▪ They may have hoarding tendencies 

themselves

▪ Family relationships are likely strained 

because of the of the clutter



10 Telltale Signs

1. Living areas are unusable.

▪ There are often no sitting areas in the 

home. The hoarder creates “nests” if   

they need a place to sit or sleep.

2. Appliances and utilities are shut off.

▪ Moldy refrigerators, overflowing toilets 

and infested ovens are often found in 

hoarding homes, making basic functions 

like cooking and bathing impossible. 

possessions.



10 Telltale Signs

3. No organization to the clutter.

▪ Hoarders may be unable to control their 

impulse to buy things or take free 

items, but they do not organize or 

display their possessions.

4. Home is unsanitary.

▪ From structural damage to infestations 

to decaying piles of garbage, sanitation 

problems can quickly arise and spread 

to neighboring homes.



10 Telltale Signs

5. Lack of maintenance requests.

▪ Hoarders may not request repairs or 

allow routine maintenance to help 

hide their hoarding behavior.

6. An extreme number of pets.

▪ Animal hoarders may intend to care 

for their pets, but the situation often 

leads to unintentional neglect, 

abuse, or death.



10 Telltale Signs

7. Unwilling to dispose or give up 

 items.

▪ Psychologically or sentimentally 

attached to their belongings. 

▪ When another person touches, 

moves, or attempts to dispose of their 

things, it can cause overwhelming 

anxiety.



10 Telltale Signs

8. Combative or defensive when 

confronted. 

▪ Ultimatums do not usually 

work. 

▪ Become angry or distance 

themselves if pushed to change 

their behavior.



10 Telltale Signs of Hoarding

9. Socially isolated.

▪ Hoarders may feel alienated by 

family and friends who do not 

understand their behavior, or 

they may hoard to comfort their 

loneliness resulting from 

isolation.



10 Telltale Signs of Hoarding

10. Unwilling to allow people in their 

   home.

▪ Guilt, shame and embarrassment 

may prevent hoarders from 

allowing people to enter their 

homes.



Manage Initial Reactions to 

Cluttered Home

❑ Before going into resident’s 
HOME, take a deep breath and 
leave all biases at the door. 

❑ Use respectful language

❑ Avoid judgments: “What a mess!”

❑ Be aware of non-verbal cues



Manage Initial Reactions to 

Cluttered Home
❑ Facial expressions: your reaction will 

set the foundation for trust between 
you and the resident. (Vick’s)

❑ Match person’s language

❑ Avoid using “trash”, “junk”, “hoarding”

❑ Use resident’s words: “your things”, 
“your collections”



Challenges
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▪ High clutter and hoarding present 

significant challenges within low-

income and affordable housing 

communities, impacting residents, 

property management, and the 

broader community. 

▪ Here's a comprehensive exploration 

of these challenges:



Challenges
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1.Health and Safety Hazards

2.Property Damage and Maintenance Issues

3.Social Isolation and Stigma

4.Financial Strain

5.Legal and Regulatory Challenges

6.Limited Access to Resources

7.Mental Health and Trauma

Community Well-being



Multi-Faceted Approach
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▪ Addressing the challenges posed by 

hoarding requires a multi-faceted 

approach that encompasses education, 

support, intervention, and collaboration 

among stakeholders. 

▪ By recognizing the complex nature of 

hoarding behaviors and implementing 

targeted strategies, communities can 

create safer, healthier, and more inclusive 

environments for all residents.



Interagency Team

1. Resident

2. Property Manager

3. Service Coordinator

4. Maintenance Supervisor

5. 504 Coordinator



External Team and 

Stakeholders

1. Family

2. Experienced clinical therapist, 

MHPs

3. Adult Protective Services APS/CPS

4. Professional organizer

5. Professional cleaner



Multi-disciplinary Strategy

1. Community assessment

2. Education and awareness

3. Outreach and engagement

4. Individualized support plans

5. Collaborative problem-solving



Multi-disciplinary Strategy

6. Gradual decluttering process

7. Safety assessments and     

  interventions

8. Emotional support and validation

9. Skills-building workshops

10. Follow-up and on-going support



Supporting Staff

All staff should be trained to 
identify the signs of hoarding 
and to raise alerts and make 
appropriate internal referrals as 
part of their normal interaction 
with residents and work within 
properties.  (KUDOS)



Supporting Staff
• Training should cover how to 

talk to people who hoard and 
how to behave in respect of 
their collection of material. 

• This will help to gain/retain the 
willingness of residents to work 
to identify and then address 
their hoarding behavior. 



Supporting Staff
• It’s important to develop clear 

policies and procedures. 

• Provides staff members the 
confidence to act when they 
see signs of hoarding and will 
embed it as an issue to look 
for in the course of their work 
with residents.



What We See

▪ Dirt. Mess, trash.

▪ Health hazard.

▪ Crazy behavior.

▪ Upset neighbors.

▪ A problem/something to be 
fixed.



What the Resident Sees

▪ Their whole world.

▪ What they needed to survive.

▪ No one else’s business.

▪ Creative efforts.

▪ Sense of worth/wealth.



Strategies & Interventions

▪When approaching individuals 
struggling with high clutter and 
hoarding tendencies, sensitivity and 
effectiveness are paramount. 

▪ Here are some practical strategies 
and intervention techniques:



Strategies & Interventions

▪ Build trust and rapport

▪ Education and psychoeducation

▪Motivational interviewing

▪Gradual exposure and desensitization

▪ Collaborate problem-solving



Strategies & Interventions

▪ Cognitive-behavioral techniques

▪ Emotional support

▪ Safety planning

▪ Continued support and follow-up

▪ Collaboration with support networks



Build Trust
▪ Focus on immediate/urgent safety 

concerns

▪ Avoid discussing the “fate” of the 

residents  possessions during initial 

visits, will be addressed later and may 

require input from other professionals

▪ Clarify safety and legal requirements                  

(Section 8, Fire hazards)



Build Trust

▪ Try to place yourself and walk in 

your resident’s shoes. (Empathy)

▪ How would you want others to 

help you manage your anger, 

frustration, resentment, and 

embarrassment?



Communicating with 

Residents
▪ DO remain calm and factual, but caring 

and supportive.

▪ DO evaluate for safety. 

▪ DO evaluate for human or animal 

neglect/cruelty. 

▪ DO report your suspicions, findings.



Communicating with 

Residents

▪ DO talk to the person face-to-face. 

▪ Do use a gentle approach and let 

the person tell his/her story. 

▪ DO respect the attachment to 

possessions by the person. 



Communicating with 

Residents

▪ DO talk to the person face-to-face. 

▪ Do use a gentle approach and let 

the person tell his/her story. 

▪ DO respect the attachment to 

possessions by the person. 



Communicating with 

Residents

▪ DON’T make negative, teasing, or 

sarcastic comments.

▪ DON’T talk about the person to 

with other residents.

▪ DON’T Ignore the situation.                   

Trust your gut. You must report.



Roll with the Resistance 

▪ Expect it and do not fight it

▪ Consider the behavior to be the resident’s 

best attempt to protect him or herself 

against uncomfortable/painful feelings

▪ Remember this is a MH condition.

▪ Consider that the resident could be 

experiencing a traumatic response or 

declining health



Objects
Avoid touching Resident’s objects
▪ Can evoke strong emotions from 

residents

▪ Violation; fear

▪ Use a notebook and pen to keep hands 
occupied; less temptation to touch objects

Avoid making suggestions about the 
belongings

▪ Suggestions though well-intended are 
generally poorly received.



Ineffective Intervention 

Strategies
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▪ Make decisions about a plan of action for 

a resident.

▪ Do not threaten, rationalize, argue or try 

to persuade.

▪ Do not pressure resident to discard.



Ineffective Intervention 

Strategies
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▪ Do not tell the resident how they should 

feel.

▪ Do not give verbal and non-verbal cues 

that are judgmental or negative in nature.



Hoarding is a Housing 

Problem When
▪It violates applicable housing health and 

safety

▪Standards, including those for animals

▪It endangers vulnerable people as defined 

by state law

• Children

• Elders/vulnerable adults

• Persons with Disabilities

• Mandated reporters



Hoarding is a Housing 

Problem When
▪ When it violates or progresses 

toward violating the Lease.

▪ Impairment of Neighborhood- 
Shall refrain from illegal or other 

activity which impairs the physical 

or social environment of the 

project or neighborhood



Hoarding is a Housing 

Problem When
It violates or progresses toward 
violating:

▪ HUD Standards including REAC 
and HQS

▪ Local or state health and safety 
codes

▪ Animal cruelty standards



HUD Sec. 5.703

HUD housing must be 
descent, safe, sanitary and 
in good repair.

(HUD - REAC Inspections)

(HUD-Section 8 HQIs)



Impact on the Community

▪ Health & safety risks

▪ Property values and 
neighborhood aesthetics

▪ Social isolation and stigma

▪ Community resources and 
services



Impact on the Community

▪ Emergency response and crisis 
management

▪ Legal and regulatory issues

▪ Environmental impact

▪ Interpersonally dynamics



Key Strategies

By implementing the following key 

strategies in affordable senior 

living communities, it is possible to 

address the challenges posed by 

high clutter and hoarding in a 

sensitive and effective manner, 

ultimately improving the quality of 

life for residents.



Key Strategies

1.Education and Awareness

2.Training for staff

3.Support services                        

(MHPs, counseling, therapy, or 

support groups)

4.Individualized eviction 

diversion/safety plans.



Key Strategies
5. Environmental Modifications 

▪ Storage solutions, decluttering strategies and 

regular inspections

6. Community engagement

▪ Social activities helps to reduce social isolation

7. Regular Monitoring and Follow-up.

▪ Ensures that residents are receiving the 

necessary support and that the 

interventions are effective in managing 

hoarding behavior over time.



Safety

❑Fire hazard

❑Blocked exits

❑Risk of falls and death due to 
items falling (avalanche) 



Safety
❑Lack of routine home 

maintenance

❑Structural damage to building 
from increased weight and 
volume of clutter

❑Risk of eviction and 
homelessness



May Lead to Death
NBCConnecticut.com 6/16/2014

A Connecticut woman was found dead in the basement of a 
home packed with clutter in Cheshire on Saturday, her body 
buried beneath a first floor that collapsed under the weight of 
it all, police said. 

Officers responded to 22 Winslow Road in Cheshire on 
Thursday to check on Beverly Mitchell, 66, after a postman 
reported mail was piling up, but they were not actually able to 
get into the house until Saturday.

The structural damage to the first floor was so significant that 
emergency responders couldn't enter the home safely until 
Saturday morning.

Once they were able to get inside, police found Mitchell's 
body in the basement of the home she'd lived in for decades. 
She had apparently been living in the basement.



Notification and 

Accountability
▪ Property manager determines 

which notice to issue: 10-day or  
30-day housekeeping notice

▪ Initial inspection is completed by 
management, 10-day notice issued. 

▪ Resident is notified that a referral is 
being made to service coordinator.



Notification and 

Accountability

▪ Service coordinator makes contact, 
develops working relationship, creates 
Eviction Diversion Plan and notifies 
management if resident is 
responsive/cooperative.

▪ Reinspection date is set, focusing on the 
goals established in the Eviction 
Diversion Plan EDP.



Notification and 

Accountability

▪ If resident does not pass the inspection 
(expected),30 Day notice should be 
issued with a re-inspection date 
established. (Housekeeping Notice)

▪ SC schedules regular check ins according 
to those agreed upon in the EDP, and 
works on the unit until determined safe 
according to their lease



Uniform Inspection Checklist
As a tool the UIC covers the minimum safety and 

sanitation standards required by multiple inspection 

sources such as:  

•Housing authorities

•Property management companies

•Code enforcement 

•Public health

•Fire

 The UIC ensures all involved parties, including the 

resident, have clear and consistent expectations and 

guidelines for rectifying and maintaining a safe and 

sanitary home environment.



Eviction Diversion Plan



Eviction Diversion Plan
▪ Holistic combination of services that 

divert a landlord-tenant dispute 
away from a court judgment. 

▪ Aims to have landlords and tenants 
create a mutually acceptable 
agreement that stops the court case 
from proceeding and that ultimately 
promotes housing stability.



EDP General Guidelines
▪ Everything in the unit is able to 

function as it was built to be used.  
e.g.. the oven/stove contains no 
clutter so that a meal could be 
cooked, or a person could bathe in 
the tub/shower

▪ Full access to all plumbing

▪ Clear walkways, paths throughout 
unit



EDP General Guidelines
Maintenance/Damages
▪ Shall keep the premises and 

such other areas as may be 

assigned to Tenant for Tenant’s 

exclusive use in a clean, orderly, 

safe condition, including but not 

limited to, cleaning drapes, 

windows, floors, cabinets, 

refrigerators, ranges and ovens.



EDP General Guidelines

▪ No accumulation of combustible 
materials, such as newspapers, 
clothing and rubbish, this poses 
a severe fire hazard

▪ PM should look for sagging 
floors or ceilings from weight of 
the items.



EDP General Guidelines

✓ Items on countertops stacked 
no higher than 2 feet

✓ Items stacked on floor no higher 
than five feet, unless against a 
wall

✓ No storage of hazardous 
materials



EDP General Guidelines

▪ REAC policies applicable e.g. 
There should be clear, easy 
exit/egress and there should be no 
obstructions

▪ There should be at least a 10-inch 
clearance by all heaters and vents

▪ There should be at least a 10-inch 
clearance in front of all windows



EDP General Guidelines
▪ No Egress concerns

▪ No overloading circuits and 
hazardous use of extension 
cords not permissible

▪ No garbage or clutter that 
attracts rodents or insects, or that 
produces foul odors is not 
allowed



EDP General Guidelines

▪ No signs of insect or rodent 
infestation, including 
gnawing/teeth marks on boxes, 
holes in items from chewing, 
nests

▪ Bedbugs/fleas



EDP General Guidelines

▪ No evidence insect exoskeleton 
(a brown or black husk), these 
can be seen on floors

▪ No excessive dust build up is not 
allowed

▪ No storage of hazardous 
materials



EDP General Guidelines

▪ No evidence of mold/mildew 
anywhere in unit

▪ All doors should operate as 
intended, able to swing all the 
way and closets able to roll back 
and forth, open/close

▪ Drains must be clear and no 
soap scum build-up



EDP General Guidelines

▪ As long as the resident makes 
progress, they can continue to 
get 30 days notices. (patience)

▪ If the resident does not 
continue to comply with the 
EDP, proceed with termination 



Available Resources
Non-profit agencies:

• The Hoarding Project 
• International OCD Foundation
• Mental Health Association of San Francisco
• Institute of Challenging Disorganization
• Children of Hoarders

Support Groups
• The Hoarding Project 
• The Clutter Movement and The Clutter Movement 

Family Support groups on Facebook
• www.ocdseattle.org/support-seattle.aspx
• Children of Hoarders
• Clutterers Anonymous





Available Resources
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Uniform Inspection 

Checklist

 

The 

following 

 
Stove, range w/ oven - interior, exterior, & top must be sanitary & free of 

debris, NO  flammable items inside, on, or within 6"/15cm of stove top
 

STATUS 

STATUS

STATUS

 

Copyright 2017  This document developed by Marnie Matthews for The Clutter Movement  www.TheClutterMovement.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Contact information:  Marnie Matthews  MSW, LICSW     email:  marnie@TheClutterMovement.com     phone no: 615.617.5484

  

 

 No inoperable or unregistered vehicles in yard (if applicable)

 No excessive pet odor, pet hair, pet waste

 
No long-term storage of newspapers, magazines, papers, or 

flammable/ingnitable liquids to cause or accelerate fires
 

 No exposed or frayed electrical wiring

 No trip hazards, fall hazards, or avalanche risk  

 No extension cords under carpets, across floors, or across rooms 

 No evidence of infestation  

 Garbage & debris must be removed from residence on a routine basis   

 All gas pilot lights must be lit (if applicable)  

 
Refrigerator/freezer must be sanitary, no expired/decaying food, not 

overfilled - door & drawers easily close, light & temp controls accessible
 

 No expired or decaying food in residence   

 Sinks must function and show routine use & care  

 
Kitchen must have clear & sanitary space sufficient for food preparation 

counter, portable kitchen island, or table will satisfy requirement
 

 Toilets, sinks, bathtubs, & showers must be accessible  
 

The following items provide a guide for addressing                                                                                                                       

GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY.
 

 Plumbing fixtures & pipes - must be accessible, including under sinks  

 Windows -  must be accessible (any window not included above)  

 Electrical outlets - must be accessible  

 
Emergency Pull Cords - (if applicable)  must be unobstructed, end of 

cord must be no more than 18"/46cm distance from the floor 
 

 

The following items must be ACCESSIBLE                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

~ easily able to be reached by inspector ~
 

 
Windows - 1 window per room must be unobstructed, includes every 

room with a window measuring over 20"/51cm width x 24"/61cm height
 

 
Heat & Electrical Sources - clearance requirements  - open flame heat 
sources, fireplaces, furnaces, oil tanks, water units, electrical panels, etc... 

must be unobstructed with front and surrounding clearance of 36"/91cm

 

 
Smoke detectors, CO detectors, and sprinkler heads - (all that apply) 

must be unobstructed with front and surrounding clearance of 

18"/91cm 

 

 
Internal Doors - must be unobstructed - (Applies primarily to residences 

requiring inspection for tenancy)  closet, cabinet, pantry, etc. Inspector must be 

able to open & close doors fully & freely, & be able to latch if applicable.

 

 
Heat & Electrical Sources - stoves, ovens, refrigerators, washing 

machine/dryer, a/c units, heat thermostats (all that apply)  must be 

unobstructed

 

 
Egresses - means of exit  - must be unobstructed, egress doors must  

open full 90 degrees or  from door frame to door stop, whichever is wider
 

 Staircases - must be unobstructed (if applicable)  

RESIDENT
The purpose of inspection is to ensure housing is decent, safe, sanitary, & in good repair.                                                                                                                            
Inspector must be able to view, reach, and test all items on inspection checklist. 

INSTRUCTIONS
For STATUS, use P to indicate Pass if item MEETS STANDARD or F to indicate Fail if the item DOES NOT MEET STANDARD.                                                                                                  

Use UNK to indicate Unknown if item unobserved or N/A to indicate if item Not Applicable.  Write comments in space to right of target. 

The following items must be UNOBSTRUCTED                                                                                                                                                                         

~ completely clear of any items ~

SPECIFIC AREA NEEDING TO BE ADDRESSED                                                                                                                                 

(EX: BACK DOOR, BEDROOM WINDOW,                                                          

PATH FROM BEDROOM TO KITCHEN, ETC.)

Pathways - Minimum of 36"/91cm wide unobstructed and continuous 

pathways throughout residence
 

Uniform Inspection Checklist - Hoarding/Excessive Clutter - Quick Reference  
Date Completed:   

Person Completing                

This Form:
 

Address:                   Town:  
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Assessment of home’s interior, except where outside 

structure affects overall safety of interior

Guideline tool by professional organizers 

and related professionals

5 categories:

• Structure and Zoning

• Animals and Pests

• Household Functions

• Health & Safety

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

ICD Clutter-Hoarding Scale
 

Available for free download: 

www.challengingdisorganization.org



Clutter Image Rating
▪ Developed to overcome problems with over- 

and under-reporting

▪ 9 photos/4 main rooms: Bathroom, Kitchen, 

Livingroom, and Bedroom

▪ 1= no clutter to 9 = severe clutter

▪ Review room and select picture that 

looks most like room in the home

▪ Score of 4 or more = clinically significant 

clutter problem



“Levels” of Hoarding                                           

(ICD Clutter Hoarding Scale)
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(800) 767-2332

http://www.servicemasterrestore.com/

Matt Paxton from 
The A&E “Hoarders” 

and I



Buried in Treasures: Help for 

Compulsive Acquiring, Saving, 

and Hoarding 


